Abstract. We have theoretically investigated the nonlinear noise suppression by means of optical spread spectrum technology in DP-QPSK and DP-16QAM optical coherent transmission systems, and clarified the dependence of SNR improvement on the number of multiplexed channels.
Introduction
In recent years, optical fiber communication systems have made remarkable progress in both capacity and reach thanks to the combined technology of coherent detection and digital signal processing [1] . In the latest systems, a long-haul transmission of 100 Gbps × 100 channels (10Tb/s per fiber pair) over trans-Pacific distance of 9,000 km has been commercialized using DP-QPSK (Dual-Polarization Quaternary Phase Shift Keying) format as well as large-core and low-loss single-mode fiber (SMF) [2, 3] . In the near future, it is expected that the transponders with DP-16QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) and higher order modulation formats will become popular [1] , but it is clear that increase in requisite OSNR causes reach reduction because optical fiber nonlinearity sets the upper limit of available signal channel power. Thus mitigating performance degradation due to optical fiber nonlinearity is one of the important issues to overcome.
It has already been validated that, in transmission over highly-dispersive uncompensated links with SMF, nonlinear impairment can be described by additive Gaussian Noise (GN) model, called nonlinear interference (NLI) [4] [5] [6] . This model suggests that, if the power spectral density of signal channel can be lowered, the nonlinear noise can accordingly be suppressed in proportion to the third power of signal spectral density.
In this paper, we propose to apply optical spread spectrum scheme by code division multiplexing (CDM) technology for mitigating NLI degradation in coherent systems, and describe the results of examining the fundamental performance of the optical digital coherent transmission system using the proposed scheme.
Proposed System Model
We show in Figs.1 (a) and (b) a typical example of configuration and channel allocation of the proposed coherent system, comparing with those of the conventional system. In this example of Fig.1 (b), we assumed that direct spread CDM is performed every 10 channels, and each sub-band is further subjected to wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). While the conventional coherent system uses designated different wavelength for each transponder, the proposed system applies a common short light pulse source per each sub-band and it is divided and delivered to each transmitter, Tx. Then, a unique CDM optical code is imposed via each all-optical encoder before data modulation. At the receiver side, the received signal is divided for each channel, then decoded via each decoder prior to data demodulation by coherent receiver, Rx. As for such optical CDM, we assumed utilization of all optical encoders/decoders, the basic operation of which is the same as the previous works, relied on phase-shifted super-structured fiber Bragg grating (SSFBG) [7] [8] [9] . For example, optical encoding and decoding as high as 640 Gchip/s were obtained by combination of a 511-chip phase-shifted SSFBG and 1.8 ps optical pulses at a repetition rate of 1.25 GHz [9] . Further, for data modulation and demodulation, optical digital coherent transponders as used in conventional coherent systems are adopted. Note here that, different from previous direct-sequence spread-spectrum, the order of encoding and data modulation is reversed at Tx side so that both modulations do not interfere each other. According to this proposed scheme, it is expected that by setting spreading ratio (or processing gain) (N) and the CDM multiplexing number (K) appropriately, the power spectral density can controllably be lowered. In particular, the nonlinear suppression effect is considered to become more significant in higher order QAM modulation systems since the signal spectrum width is narrower than the channel spacing in such systems. 
Simulation Results and Discussion
Firstly, we have examined the nonlinear transmission characteristics of a long-haul repeatered transmission system with lumped repeaters, based on the GN model. The system parameters assumed are a bit rate of 120 Gbps, 100 channels, 50 GHz channel spacing. The optical fibre is SMF with a loss of 0.16 dB/km and an effective core area of 130 µm 2 . Refer to Table 1 for more details. According to GN model, the influence due to NLI can be modelled as excess additive Gaussian noise, and the OSNR after fibre transmission may be given by (1) where Ps is signal channel power, P ASE is accumulated optical ASE noise, and P NLI is noise power due to NLI which is expressed as (2) where (0) is NLI noise density for center channel, and is channel bandwidth. Here (0) for non-Nyquist WDM case can be approximated as [4] (3) where is fibre non-linearity coefficient ( · , G WDM is signal spectral density, B ch is channel spectral width, is channel spacing, N ch is the number of channels, and is dispersion coefficient in . Span effective lengths of L eff,a and L eff can be expressed as (4) where is fibre loss coefficient , and is span length (km). Further, accumulated after N s span is given by (5) where ε is much less than 1. In the present case, we assumed or incoherent NLI noise accumulation [4, 5] . Figure 2 shows simulation results of transmission characteristics with the system length of 9000 km. As is seen in this figure, for DP-QPSK(NRZ), the optimum channel power is calculated to be approximately -3 dBm for 60km span, and the maximum SNR margin from BER = 10 -2 is about 11 dB, which is reasonable by considering the system parameters [3] . The margin decreases with stretching the span. On the other hand, in case of DP-16 QAM (NRZ), the SNR margin is reduced to approx. 6 dB for 60 km span, due to increase in required SNR or reduced distance between symbols. Next, we simulated performance improvement by adoption of direct-spread CDM and the results are indicated in Fig.3 for DP-QPSK(NRZ) and DP-16QAM(NRZ), respectively. Here, the SNIR(signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio) is defined by [10] (6) Here, SIR (signal-to-interference-ratio) is given by (7) where N is spreading ratio, and K is the number of simultaneously multiplexed channels on the same wavelength. See Table 1 for system parameters.
In the calculation, it is assumed that, in receiving signal, excessive degradation due to CDM application does not occur by adoption of lumped dispersion compensation, and the degradation during demodulation is assumed to be dominated by interference as shown in Eq. (7) . For more accurate analysis, dynamic correlation calculation is recognized to be inherent, but we shall leave it as next study.
As is clearly seen in these figures, for K=1, the SNIR at the optimum power can be increased by 10 dB or more by the effect of spectrum spread of 500 GHz. In addition, the improvement for DP-16QAM is larger than that for DP-QPSK. On the other hand, the SNIR decreases with the number of multiplexed channels (K), and it is found that the SNIR improvement reduces to a few dB at the same transmission capacity (K=10) as the conventional WDM without spread spectrum. Note here that since the improvement stems from the space between channels, the application of spread spectrum will have no effect in Nyquist WDM system in terms of nonlinear noise suppression. Upper for DP-QPSK and Lower for DP=16QAM.
Summary
We have proposed to use optical spread spectrum scheme by CDM technology for mitigating NLI degradation in coherent systems, and described its fundamental performance. The improvement dependence on the number of CDM multiplexed channels are clarified.
